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Chapter 1081  

This was impossible! 

“Oh no-” 

“Leon, quick, get back here” 

Iris and Ruth’s hearts sank when they saw that Leon was in imminent danger. 

Leon was only at the Initial Overlord State, and even if he tried to continuously dodge th
eir attacks, there was nothing Melvin and the others could do about this, but Leon insist
ed on meeting them head–on. 

Did this man have a death wish? 

Neither of them could figure out why Leon behaved so recklessly. 

However, before anyone could react to this, what happened next shocked them entirely. 

“Thud-” 

With a deafening slam, Leon’s spiritual energy tore right through Melvin and the rest of t
he Youngs‘ true energy, and his signature Double Attack soared through the air, headin
g straight toward them. 

When his energy crashed into them, Melvin and the others‘ spat out mouthfuls of blood 
as their bodies were propelled backward, finally landing in crumpled heaps a few feet a
way. 

“How’s this possible?” Both Iris and Ruth were stunned by this. 

George and Harold were equally as shocked. 

Everyone watching this seemed to be in utter disbelief! 

No one ever thought that Leon would not only be able to fend off Melvin and the Youngs
‘ attacks, but retaliate in a manner that severely injured all of them! 

This was unbelievable! 

Everyone was utterly shocked by Leon’s extreme display of power. 



“That’s impossible! Leon only attained the Initial Overlord State not too long ago, so how
 can he possibly defeat Melvin and the rest so easily? Could he possibly 
already be at the Intermediate Overlord State, instead of the Initial Overlord State?” Har
old gaped at this. He was so stunned by this realization that his entire mind. 

seemed to go blank. 

Everyone burst into a flurry of commotion when they heard this. 

“What? Leon isn’t only at the Initial Overlord State, but the Intermediate Overlord state? 
This is incredible!” 

Everyone turned to stare at Leon with looks of disbelief, as though this was just a dream
. 

Melvin and the rest of the Youngs combined were equivalent to the power of two fighter
s, both at the Overlord State! 

The fact that Leon single–
handedly defeated all of them meant that he was likely to have attained the Intermediate
 Overlord State already! 

There was no other explanation for this! 

“Leon has attained the Intermediate Overlord State? How did he achieve this?” Both Iris
 and Ruth were frozen in shock at this. They knew of Leon’s situation, and just the day b
efore, he was at the Peak Supreme State, but now, after a night, he managed to attain t
he Intermediate Overlord State, skipping three power levels altogether! 

No one ever heard of this happening before, and one could only imagine how stunned t
hey were to witness 

them! 

“Father, am I dreaming?” Gilbert’s face was flushed from the excitement, his eyes filled 
with shock and 

horror. 

 


